GOVERNMENT OF INDIA (BHARAT SARKAR)  
MINISTRY OF RAILWAYS (RAIL MANTRALAYA)  
(RAILWAY BOARD)

THE GENERAL MANAGERS  
METRO RAILWAY/ KOLKATA  
NORTH CENTRAL RAILWAY/ALLAHABAD  

FAX/ POST COPY  
ISSUED ON: 03.09.2019

NO. E(O)III-2019/PM/50 () MINISTRY OF RAILWAYS HAVE WITH THE APPROVAL OF THE  
PRESIDENT DECIDED THAT SHRI AMRESH KUMAR, JAG/RPF, SR.DSC/ALD/ NORTH  
CENTRAL RAILWAY SHOULD BE TRANSFERRED TO METRO RAILWAY/KOLKATA,  
APPOINTED TO OFFICIE IN DIG GRADE AND POSTED AS DIG-CUM-PCSC/METRO  
RAILWAY VICE SHRI TARIQUE AHMED, PROCEEDING ON STUDY LEAVE ()

DATE ON WHICH SHRI AMRESH KUMAR RELINQUISHES/ ASSUMES CHARGE MAY BE  
ADVISED(). 

RAILWAYS ()

..........................................................  
( S.C. KRISHNA )  
DEPUTY SECRETARY (ESTT.)  
RAILWAY BOARD

Copy to :-

1) EDPG/MR, EDPG/MOS(R) & DPG/MOS(R).
2) PSOs/ Sr. PPSs/ PPSs to CRB, MS, SECY, DG/RPF, PED/E(GC), ED/T&MPP, JS(G), JS(E),  
   JS(D), JS(C), JS, EDCC, IG(Admin.), EDA, EDIP, EDF(BC), EDE(RRB), Dir.(Estt.),  
   DS(C)/CRB, JD(Trg), DS(E), US/D&A, US(D&A)III, US)(Cash), US(Prot.), Vig.(C), Sec(E)  
   Branches, Railway Board.
3) The Principal Director of Audit, NC & E Railways.
4) The PFAs, NC & Metro Railway.
5) The Secretary General, FROA, R No. 256-A, Rail Bhavan, New Delhi.
6) The General Secretary, IRPOF, R No. 268, Rail Bhavan, New Delhi.
7) The General Secretary, AIRF, R No. 253, Rail Bhavan, New Delhi.
8) The General Secretary, NFIR, R No. 256-C, Rail Bhavan, New Delhi.
9) The Secretary General, AIRPFA, Room No. 256-D, Rail Bhavan, New Delhi.
10) The General Secretary, All India SC/ST Employees Association, Room No.7-G, Rail Bhavan,  
    New Delhi.
11) The Secretary, RBSS Group ‘A’ Officers Association, R.No. 370, Rail Bhavan, New Delhi.
12) The DAI (Railways), Room No.224, Rail Bhavan, New Delhi.
13) RBCC, Room No. 476, Rail Bhavan, New Delhi, for updating on the website.

O. NO. G9/09.
GOVERNMENT OF INDIA (BHARAT SARKAR)  
MINISTRY OF RAILWAYS (RAIL MANTRALAYA)  
(RAILWAY BOARD)  

THE GENERAL MANAGER  
EAST CENTRAL RAILWAY/HAJIPUR  

FAX/POST COPY  
ISSUED ON: 03.09.2019  

NO. E(O)III-2019/PM/31 (.) MINISTRY OF RAILWAYS HAVE WITH THE APPROVAL OF THE  
PRESIDENT DECIDED THAT:-  

1. SHRI RAJ KISHORE, SS/ IRTS/EAST CENTRAL RAILWAY, SHOULD BE APPOINTED  
TO OFFICIATE IN JA GRADE AND POSTED IN THE CADRE ON THE RAILWAY ITSELF;  
2. SHRI RAJ KISHORE SHOULD ALSO BE GRANTED NOTIONAL PROMOTION TO JA  
GRADE FROM 09.07.2015, TILL THE DATE OF HIS ACTUAL TAKING OVER CHARGE  
in JA GRADE; AND  
3. HIS NAME SHOULD BE INTERPOLATED BELOW SHRI S K LAL AND ABOVE SHRI M N  
RAI IN THE JAG/ IRTS PANEL APPROVED ON 20.05.2015 (.)  

DATE ON WHICH SHRI RAJ KISHORE ASSUMES CHARGE MAY BE ADVISED (.)  

RAILWAYS (.)  

—–

(signed)  
DY SECRETARY (ESTT.),SPL.  
RAILWAY BOARD  

Copy to :-  

1. EDPG/MR, EDPG/MOS(R) & DPG/MOS(R).  
2. PSOs/ Sr.PPSs/ PPSs to CRB, MT, Secretary, AM(Traffic), JS(G), JS(E), JS(D), JS, JS(C),  
EDCC, ED(E&R), EDE(GC), EDE(RRB), ED(T&MPP), DS(E) Spl, Dir.(D&A), DS(C)/CRB,  
DS(E), US(C), US(D&A), Vig.(C), ERB-I, Railway Board.  
3. The Principal Director of Audit, EC Rly.  
4. The PFA, EC Rly.  
5. The Secretary General, FROA R No. 256-A, Rail Bhawan, New Delhi.  
6. The General Secretary, IRPOF, R No. 268, Rail Bhawan, New Delhi.  
7. The General Secretary, AIRF, R No. 253, Rail Bhawan, New Delhi.  
8. The General Secretary, NFI&R, R No. 256-C, Rail Bhawan, New Delhi.  
9. The Secretary General, AIRPFA, Room No. 256-D, Rail Bhawan, New Delhi.  
10. The Secretary, RBSS Group ‘A’ Officers Association, R No. 370, Rail Bhawan, New Delhi.  
11. The DAI (Railways), Room No. 224, Rail Bhawan, New Delhi.  
12. RBCC, Room No. 476, Rail Bhawan, New Delhi, for updating on the website.  

O. No. 68 /09.
NO. E(O)III-2019/TR/364 (.) MINISTRY OF RAILWAYS HAVE WITH THE APPROVAL OF THE PRESIDENT DECIDED THAT SHRI AMIT SHARMA, SS/IRAS/ NORTHEAST FRONTIER RAILWAY SHOULD BE TRANSFERRED TO NORTHERN RAILWAY, ON HIS OWN REQUEST AND POSTED IN THE CADRE (.)

DATE ON WHICH SHRI AMIT SHARMA RELINQUISHES/ASSUMES CHARGE MAY BE ADVISED (.)

RAILWAYS ()

(S C KRISHNA )
DEPUTY SECRETARY/ESTT. (SPL.)
RAILWAY BOARD

Copy to :-

1. EDPG/MR, EDPG/MOS(R), DPG/MOS(R)
2. PSOs/ Sr, PPSs/PPSs to CRB, FC, Secretary, AM/F, AM(B), PED/Accounts., JS(G), JS(D), JS(E), JS, EDCC, ED(E&R), EDE(GC), EDE(RRB), EDIP, ED(T&MPP), S/E(SPL.), Dir.(D), DF/CCA, DS(C)/CRB, DS(E), US(C), US(D), US(D&A), US(D&A)-III, VIG(C) & ERB-I, Railway Board.
3. The Principal Directors of Audit, N & NF Rlys.
4. The PFAs, N & NF Rlys.
5. The Secretary General, FROA, R No. 256-A, Rail Bhawan, New Delhi.
6. The General Secretary, IRPOF, R No. 268, Rail Bhawan, New Delhi.
7. The General Secretary, AIRF, R No. 253, Rail Bhawan, New Delhi.
8. The General Secretary, NFIR, R No. 256-C, Rail Bhawan, New Delhi.
9. The Secretary General, AIRPFA, Room No. 256-D, Rail Bhawan, New Delhi.
10. The Secretary, RBSS Group 'A' Officers Association, R.No.370, Rail Bhawan, New Delhi.
11. The General Secretary, All India SC/ST Employees Association, R. No. 7-G, Rail Bhawan, New Delhi.
12. The DAI (Railways), Room No.224, Rail Bhawan, New Delhi.
13. RBCC, Room No. 476, Rail Bhawan, New Delhi, for updating on the website.

O. No. 04/09
GOVERNMENT OF INDIA (BHARAT SARKAR)
MINISTRY OF RAILWAYS (RAIL MANTRALAYA)
(RAILWAY BOARD)

THE GENERAL MANAGERS
SOUTHERN RAILWAY/CHENNAI
METRO RAILWAY/KOLKATA

FAX/POST COPY
ISSUED ON: 03.09.2019

NO. E(O)III-2018/TR/370 (.) IN SUPERSESSION OF THEIR ORDERS OF EVEN NUMBER
DATED 29.05.2019, MINISTRY OF RAILWAYS HAVE WITH THE APPROVAL OF THE
PRESIDENT DECIDED THAT SHRI M. A. INBARASU, HAG(NBR)/IRSME, UNDER
ORDERS OF TRANSFER TO METRO RAILWAY, SHOULD NOW BE TRANSFERRED
TO SOUTHERN RAILWAY AND POSTED AS PCME, VICE SHRI SHUBHRANSHU,
HAG/IRSME, TRANSFERRED TO RWP/BELA (.)

DATES ON WHICH SHRI M. A. INBARASU ASSUMES CHARGE MAY BE ADVISED (.)

RAILWAYS (.)

Sincerely,

(S. C. KRISHNA)
DEPUTY SECRETARY/ESTT.(SPL)
RAILWAY BOARD

Copy to :-
1. EDPG/MR, EDPG/MOS(R), DPG/ MOS(R).
2. PSOs/Sr.PPSs/PPSs to CRB, FC, MRS, ME, MTR, MT, MS, MST, MMM, All DGs, SECY,
   AM(PU), AM(ME), All AMs/PEDs, JS(G), JS(E), JS, JS(C)P, JS(D), EDCC, EDE(GC),
   ED(T&MPP), ED(E&R), EDE(RRB), DIP, Dir.(Estt.), Dir(D), DS(C)/CRB, US(E), US(C), US(D&A),
   US(D&A)III, US(E)/Spl., Vig.(C) & ERB-I, Railway Board.
3. The Principal Directors of Audit, E & S Railways
4. The PFAs, Southern & Metro Railways.
5. The CAO, IROAF, New Delhi.
6. The Secretary General, FROA, R No. 256-A, Rail Bhawan, New Delhi.
7. The General Secretary, IRPOF, R No. 268, Rail Bhawan, New Delhi.
8. The General Secretary, AIRF, R No. 253, Rail Bhawan, New Delhi.
9. The General Secretary, NFIR, R No. 256-C, Rail Bhawan, New Delhi.
10. The General Secretary, All India SC/ST Employees Association, Room No.7-G, Rail
    Bhawan, New Delhi.
11. The Secretary General, AIRPFA, Room No. 256-D, Rail Bhawan, New Delhi.
12. The Secretary, RBSS Group ‘A’ Officers Association, R No.370, Rail Bhawan, New Delhi.
13. The DAI (Railways), Room No.224, Rail Bhawan, New Delhi.
14. RBCC, Room No. 476, Rail Bhawan, New Delhi for updating on the website

O. No. 03/09
GOVERNMENT OF INDIA (BHARAT SARKAR)
MINISTRY OF RAILWAYS (RAIL MANTRALAYA)
(RAILWAY BOARD)

THE CAO(R)
COFMOW/ NEW DELHI

FAX / POST COPY
ISSUED ON: 03.09.2019

NO. E(O)III-2019/PM/30 (.) MINISTRY OF RAILWAYS HAVE WITH THE APPROVAL OF THE PRESIDENT DECIDED THAT ORDERS CONTAINED AT ITEM NO. (5) OF BOARD'S FAX MESSAGE OF EVEN NUMBER DATED 12.04.2019, TRANSFERRING SHRI V APPA RAO, NF-SAG/ IRSS/ RAILWAY BOARD TO COFMOW ON PROMOTION TO SA GRADE, SHOULD BE TREATED AS CANCELLED (.)

RAILWAYS (.)

SCK

( S C KRISHNA )
DEPUTY SECRETARY/ESTT. (SPL.)
RAILWAY BOARD

Copy to :-

1. EDPG/MR, EDPG/MOS(R) & DPG/MOS(R).
2. PSOs/Sr. PPSs/PPSs to CRB, FC, MMM, ME, MST, MTR, MRS, MS, MT, DG/PERS., DG/RHS, DG/RPF, Secretary, AM(RS), PED/RS(P), All AMs/PEDs, JS(G), JS(D), JS(C), JS, EDCC, ED(E&R), EDE(RRB), EDIP, ED(T&MPP), DS(E)Spl, Dir.(D), DS(C)/CRB, DS(E), US(C), US(D&A), US(D&A)III, VIG.(C) & ERB-I, Cash I, Library, Reception, G Pass, G Branch & G Acc., Railway Board.
3. The Principal Director of Audit, N Railway.
4. The PFA, COFMOW/ New Delhi.
5. The Pay & Accounts Officer, Railway Board, New Delhi.
6. The Secretary General, FROA, R No. 256-A, Rail Bhawan, New Delhi.
7. The General Secretary, IRPOF, R No. 268, Rail Bhawan, New Delhi.
8. The General Secretary, AIRF, R No. 253, Rail Bhawan, New Delhi.
9. The General Secretary, NFI, R No. 256-C, Rail Bhawan, New Delhi.
10. The General Secretary, All India SC/ST Employees Association, Room No.7-G, Rail Bhawan, New Delhi.
11. The Secretary General, AIRPFA, Room No. 256-D, Rail Bhawan, New Delhi.
12. The Secretary, RBSS Group 'A' Officers Association, R.No.370, Rail Bhawan, New Delhi.
13. The DAI (Railways), Room No.224, Rail Bhawan, New Delhi.
15. RBCC, Room No. 476, Rail Bhawan, New Delhi for updating on the website

O. No. 47-A/04